A femtogram resolution mass sensor platform based on SOI electrostatically driven resonant cantilever. Part II: sensor calibration and glycerine evaporation rate measurement.
This paper presents mass measurements of glycerine beads performed by means of laterally resonant micro-cantilevers. The transducer architecture is based on a resonant cantilever electrostatically coupled by two parallel placed electrodes. Previous to glycerine measurements, a calibration of the mass sensor has been performed by measuring a standard mass based on latex spheres. From these measurements, a value of the mass responsivity is deduced. In addition, a study of the transducer phase noise has been carried out in order to determine the minimum detectable mass. Mass measurements experiments have been performed by detecting the change on the resonance frequency of the on-plane cantilever resonant mode, produced by locally deposited mass. Additionally, the mass losses detected on the calibrated transducer after glycerine drop deposition allowed determining its evaporation rate.